Interior design

Grand designs

Interior designers such as Philippe Starck, Christian Liaigre and Martyn Lawrence Bullard
have been creating stunning properties for their A-list clients for decades. Here, Upward
Curve highlights some of their finest work

T

hey say that every man’s
home is his castle, but
thanks to the imagination
of visionary interior designers
such as Philippe Starck, Christian
Liaigre and Martyn Lawrence
Bullard, some homes can be far
grander than others.
These creative geniuses and
their contemporaries are regularly
entrusted with transforming
the living spaces of celebrities,
business magnates and world
leaders, as well as creating trendy

and unique commercial spaces
in some of the planet’s hippest
restaurants, hotels and bars.
The legendary Starck (www.
starck.com), who is arguably the
best-known designer working
today, first gained international
exposure in the early 1980s,
when he was commissioned to
refurbish the private apartments
in the Élysée Palace in Paris for
then-French President François
Mitterrand. Since then he has
designed everything from luxury

hotels to toothbrushes, with his
re-imaginings of everyday objects
– such as his iconic, alien-like
Juicy Salif lemon squeezer and
his celebrated polycarbonate
Louis Ghost Armchair – gaining
widespread acclaim and
commercial success.
A leading exponent of
expressionist architecture, his
bold approach to interior design
– which regularly features fluid
shapes, unconventional objects
and subtle, playful details – can

be seen at establishments
throughout the world, including
The Felix restaurant in Hong
Kong, the Theatron restaurant
in Mexico, the Hotel Delano in
Miami, the Mondrian Hotel and
Katsuya restaurant in Los Angeles,
the Asia de Cuba restaurant in
New York and, more recently,
the trendy chain of Mama
Shelter hotels. Starck was also
responsible for designing the
US$120m (€110m) super-yacht
of late Apple founder Steve Jobs,
while his opinions on sustainable
design aw him become the first
Frenchman invited to speak at the
TED conferences. ➤
Above: Celebrity designers such
as Martyn Lawrence Bullard are
in demand for their visionary
interiors, such as this grand
bedroom in an Italian castle
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Clockwise from left: Starck’s
restaurant design at Mama
Shelter Bordeaux; a glamorous
bedroom Bullard created for
Cher; Liaigre’s modern look
at Le Sereno; Bullard’s unique
outdoor area for Aaron Sorkin

Starck’s compatriot Christian
Liagre (www.christian-liaigre.
us) has also built an impressive
portfolio of interior architecture
and handcrafted furniture. He
first won widespread praise for
his refurbishment of the Hotel
Montalembert in Paris in the late
1980s and since then has created
private residences for the likes
of fashion designers Calvin Klein
and Karl Lagerfeld, media mogul
Rupert Murdoch and pop star
Bryan Adams.
The 72-year-old has been
described as one of the most
important – and certainly the most
copied – designer of our time and
is widely credited with redefining
modernism by pioneering the use
of dark wood, leather sofas and
a masculine palette of creams,
browns and greys at a time when
Scandinavian blonde timbers and
white walls were de rigeur.
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As well as private residences
for the rich and famous, Liagre
has also designed the trendy
Mercer Hotel in New York, the
Michelin-Starred Hakkasan
Restaurant in London, stylish

restaurant-cum-jazz bar La
Société in Paris and the luxurious
Le Sereno hotel in St. Barts, all
of which feature the Frenchman’s
trademark understated elegance.
In comparison, the multi
award-winning British interior
designer Martyn Lawrence Bullard
(www.martynlawrencebullard.
com) is widely recognised for
his more adventurous use of
texture and colour and the
broad range of styles he
incorporates in his eclectic,
yet sophisticated, designs.
After transforming the Bel
Air home of former supermodel
Cheryl Tiegs into a “Balineseinspired pavilion”, Bullard’s
work was showcased in design
magazines around the world,
leading to more celebrity clientele
including singers Cher and
Christina Aguilera, screenwriter
Aaron Sorkin, fashion designer
Tommy Hilfiger and film stars
Edward Norton and Eva Mendes.

As well as regularly being
named as one of the world’s
top 100 interior designers by
Architectural Digest, Bullard also
stars in TV shows Million Dollar
Decorators and Hollywood Me.
One of his most recent
projects has been a complete
refurbishment and redecoration
of the five-star Château Gütsch
Hotel – a 19th-century fairy-tale
castle that overlooks the Swiss
city of Lucerne.
So at least if Bullard is
unavailable to work on your
own castle, you can still check
in there to enjoy his visionary
design work in style. ■

